


Specifications:

* 1000 PSI Compression Strength
* Proprietary Formulas
* Static Resistant
* UV Inhibitors
* Multiple Sizes
* Multiple Designs for: Refinery Matting, Board Road Matting, Rig Sites, 
Temporary Parking, Construction Sites, FEMA Sites
* All Bolted Construction - NO Nails
* Slip Resistant Grain Pattern
* Standard Colors: Grey and Black
* Optional Colors: Red, Blue, Black, and Purple

No Liquid Absorption 

Non Static

Anti-Slip

Fire Retardant

•  Increased foot traction, reduced open spots in pad site     
    and minimal cleaning as a result of the closed gap 
    nature of the mat

•  Designed to minimize the transference of chemicals 
    or fluids from site to site including landfills or mass burn 
    sites. This is a critical function of our mat.

•  Designed to be recycled at the end of life so it will 
    NEVER be disposed of in landfills

•  All mats are bolted which eliminates issues with nails     
    and flat tires

•  All mats meet the criteria for a Class 2 (B) rating 
    according to ASTM E 84 for flame spread.

•  Made of material using a proprietary blend of plastic 
    and mineral. Every mat is made of approximately 
    50% recycled material which translates into 
    approximately 1200 pounds of recycled goods that 
    do not go into landfills.

Our new eco mat is specifically designed for 
multiple applications. There are numerous 
benefits to these mats beyond the typical 
composite mat that is de ployed in the industry 
today. 

Our mats are fully synthetic without the hollow 
core of the traditional composite mats. A hollow 
core com posite mat will transport any chemical 
it comes into contact with if and when the hollow 
core is breached. This presents a challenge for 
the environmental side of using a hollow core 
mat. 

Another advantage of our eco mat is that it is 
seg mented. This allows us to construct the 
mat to almost any size, thickness or diversity 
of materials. Our aim is to produce a mat that 
achieves your goals. 

Our eco mats work well in the petrochemical, 
utility, general construction and oil field industries 
while minimizing accidents and providing a safe 
and stable work surface for heavy equipment and 
employees.

FEATURES: 

Eco Mats       Quality

Manufacturing
          Since 1974
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